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Abstract An Intelligent Tutor System based on Competency education (ITS-C)
aims to personalize teaching processes according to student’s competency profile
and learning activities by means of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. One of
the most challenging process in ITS-C is the diagnosis process, so far it has been
carried out by computerized adaptive tests (CAT) based on item response theory
(IRT), in spite of the good performance, its construction requires a hard statistical
calibration of a huge bank of items. Such processes are usually intractable in small
institutions. To overcome previous difficulties, enhance the accuracy of diagnosis,
and the adaptation to student’s competence level this contribution proposes the use
of teachers’ knowledge to replace statistical calibration by modeling such expert’s
knowledge linguistically using the fuzzy linguistic approach.
Keywords Intelligent tutor system based on competency education
guistic approach Computing with words



 Fuzzy lin-

1 Introduction
An ITS provides direct customized instruction or feedback to students in their
learning processes by means of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, being mainly
applied to knowledge representation, managing an instruction strategy as an expert
both in the teaching and pedagogical issues in order to diagnose properly the
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student learning status at any time. To fulfill its objective, an ITS is organized by
an architecture composed by a domain model, student model, diagnosis of the
student [1], instructional model [2], and the interface [1, 3]. The importance of
the pedagogical model utilized in the ITS, to achieve its goals, has favored the
extension of the ITS into ITS based on competency-based education (CBE)
(ITS-C) whose architecture was introduced in [4].
Although the use of CBE improves different processes in the student learning
process, still the diagnosis process of ITS-C to update the student model is a very
challenging process. Many ITS and the proposed for ITS-C used CAT based on
item response theory (IRT), whose construction requires a hard and complex
statistical calibration of a huge bank of items, that is intractable in small institutions [4, 5].
To overcome previous drawbacks this contribution proposes the use of teacher’s knowledge to deal with CAT removing the statistical calibration of the bank
of items. Such knowledge usually involves uncertainty related to qualitative
aspects that characterize the items of the bank. Therefore, our proposal considers
the use of the fuzzy linguistic approach [6–8] to model teacher’s knowledge.
Hence, a diagnosis process, that extends the proposed CAT introduced in [9] for
ITS-C, is then presented and so-called fuzzy linguistic-CAT (FL-CAT).
The contribution is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews some necessary
concepts about ITS-C. Section 3 presents a linguistic characterization for items in
the bank of items and then a new diagnosis process dealing with such information
called FL-CAT. Finally, some concluding remarks are pointed out.

2 Intelligent Tutoring Systems Based on CompetencyBased Education. Architecture and Diagnosis Process
An ITS-C [4] extends an ITS by linking it and the pedagogical model based on
CBE using the architecture shown in Fig. 1. Here it is reviewed that the elements
of interests of an ITS-C for our proposal as the domain model, the student model,
and a detailed revision of the diagnosis of an ITS-C [9] together the updating
process of the student model of competency (SMC).

2.1 Domain Model of ITS-C
The representation of the domain model in an ITS-C is based on the descriptors
utilized in CBE [4] that reflect good professional practices to guide the development of the competency associated with an occupational role or profile [10–12].
Such a set of descriptors are:
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Fig. 1 ITS-C architecture

• Competency unit (cu): It is a main function that describes and groups the
different activities concerning the role or profile chosen.
• Competency element (ce): It is the disaggregation of a main function (cu) that
aims to specify some critical activities.
• Evidence of performance (evd): It checks if a process is performed.
• Evidence of product (evp): It is a descriptor of tangible evidence in the results.
• Evidence of knowledge (evk): It is a descriptor of scientific-technologic
knowledge.
Therefore the domain model contains the expert’s competences profile about a
knowledge domain, hence for an ITS-C it will consist of four components briefly
detailed below, for further detailed description see [4]:
1. A domain model of competency (DMCo): It is represented by a semantic network whose nodes are competence units (cu), competence elements (ce),
descriptors (evd, evp, evk), and their relations.
2. Curriculum domain model (CuDM): It is based on the CBE that takes a
modular structure, in which each module (Mi) contains (ce) belonging to the
DMCo.
3. A set of descriptors: The descriptors associated with the ce of the didactic
modules are evd, evp, and evk that belong to a bank of items.
4. Test specifications: They are provided by the teachers and associated with the
diagnosis process considering the scope of application and the student’s
necessities of learning.
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Fig. 2 Module of student model of competence

2.2 Student Model of ITS-C
In an ITS-C, the SMC stores student’s information, whose data are updated
through a diagnosis process. For the representation of the student’s knowledge and
learning process, the SMC uses an overlay model in the semantic network of the
CuDM [9].
In such a semantic
network
the nodes evp, evd, and evk store a probability
ﬃ

distribution P hevp ¼ k j~
ui , Pðhevd ¼ k j~
ui Þ, and Pðhevk ¼ k j~
ui Þ regarding the
student’s level of competency k in the corresponding node, k can take values from
1 to the maximum number of levels of competency on which the student is
evaluated. Being h the student’s level of technical-scientific knowledge about a
descriptor for a response pattern ~
ui obtained from the responses provided by the
student in the test T (See Fig. 2) during the diagnosis process.

2.3 Diagnosis for ITS-C Based on CAT
Due to the fact that our interest relies on the diagnosis process, a further detailed
review of such process is done.
The diagnosis process estimates and updates the level of competency achieved
by the student in the nodes of the SMC. In ITS-C, computerized adaptive test
(CAT) based on the IRT [5] was adapted and extended [9].
In CAT systems the relationship between student outcomes in the test and her
response to a certain item can be described by a monotone increasing function
called the item characteristic curve (ICC). The ICC of an ITS-C coincides with the
correct response option of the characteristic curve of option (CCO). Its main
components are:
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• A response model associated to the items: It describes the student’s expected
performance according to his/her estimated knowledge.
• Bank of Items: Each item Ii is associated to its descriptors (evd, evp, or evk) and
each option of Ii corresponds to a CCO obtained by a calibration process based
on the Ramsay algorithm [13]. Each CCO is represented by a probability
distribution, Pð~
ui j h0 Þ, where each component represents the probability that
the student selects the response pattern ~
ui , given her level of competence h.
To develop a test, teachers must provide test specifications considering the
scope of application and the student’s necessities of learning, namely:
• Initial level of Knowledge: The initial knowledge estimation is crucial because
it determines the length of the CAT for each student. It may be estimated by
using different models based on previous information.
• Criterion for selecting evidence node (evp, evd, or evk): The algorithm selects
the descriptor that has the level of knowledge associated with lower probability
[5, 9]:
minðhev Þ ¼ minðMAPðPðhev j~
un Þ Þ Þ

ð1Þ

• Criterion for selecting items: A common method is the maximum information
[5, 14] that selects the item, which maximizes the information in the provisional distribution of student’s knowledge. The information function for the
item, Ij, is calculated as follows:


2
P0j ðhi Þ
ﬃ

PIj ðhi Þ ¼
Pj ð hi Þ 1  P j ð hi Þ

ð2Þ

Being hi the knowledge level of the student i, Pj(hi) the value of the CCO for
the student’s level, and P0j ðhi Þ the derived function from the CCO at that point.
Other selection criteria were proposed in [5, 14].
• Stop criterion: The test should stop when the student achieves a level of
knowledge fixed a priori, though there are other criteria.

2.4 Updating the SMC
During the management of a test, the student’s knowledge is estimated every time
that he/she answers a question, by updating the student’s knowledge distribution
[14], as follows:
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8
u1 ; . . .;~
ui1 ÞPo ð~
ui jhÞj
>
< jPðhev j~
Pðhev j~
u1 ; . . .;~
ui Þ ¼ if Qi asseses evdj ; evkj or evpj :
>
:
Pðhev j~
u1 ; . . .;~
ui1 Þ in other case:

ð3Þ

u1 ; . . .;~
ui1 Þ the a priori student’s knowledge estimation on evd,
Being Pðhev j~
evp, or evk, and Po ð~
ui .
ui jhÞ the CCO for the response pattern ~
After the updating process, the system estimates the level corresponding to the
distribution by using one out of two choices introduced in the CAT [5, 14]:
• Expectation a posteriori (EAP):
hev ¼ EAPðPðhev j~
un Þ Þ ¼

n
X

kPðhev ¼ kj~
un Þ

ð4Þ

hev ¼ MAPðPðhev j~
un ÞÞ ¼ maxPðhev ¼ kj~
un Þ

ð5Þ

k¼1

being k the knowledge level.
• Maximum a posteriori (MAP):

A further detailed revision of operation and specifications of CAT can be found
in [9]. It is clear that the diagnosis process depends on the statistical calibration of
the items that obtains the CCO, which is costly and intractable in small
institutions.
In order to overcome this drawback, in the next section, it is proposed an item
characterization model to replace statistical calibration based on teacher’s
knowledge modeled linguistically by the fuzzy linguistic approach [6–8].

3 A Linguistic Characterization of Items for Diagnosis
in ITS-C
Following, it introduced a new approach to characterize items in the bank of items
from teachers’ knowledge linguistically modeled that replaces the statistical calibration to obtain the items CCO. Moreover a new diagnosis process is then
introduced to deal with such characterization in ITS-C (See Fig. 3). Therefore, first
it briefly revised some concepts about fuzzy linguistic approach. Afterwards it
introduced the new characterization of the items in the item bank by expert’s
knowledge.
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Fig. 3 New student model’s update

3.1 The Fuzzy Linguistic Approach
Usually, we work in a quantitative setting, where the information is expressed by
numerical values. However, many aspects of different activities in the real world
cannot be assessed in a quantitative form, but rather in a qualitative one, i.e., with
vague or imprecise knowledge. In that case, a better approach may be to use linguistic
assessments instead of numerical values. The fuzzy linguistic approach represents
qualitative aspects as linguistic values by means of linguistic variables [6–8].
To do so, a very important concept is the granularity of uncertainty, i.e., the
level of discrimination among different degrees of uncertainty, typical values of
cardinality used in the linguistic models are odd ones, such as 7 or 9, where the
mid-term represents an assessment of ‘‘approximately 0.5’’, and the rest of the
terms being placed symmetrically around it [15]. In the literature, several
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possibilities can be found [8, 16, 17]. One possibility of generating the linguistic
term set consists of directly supplying the term set by considering all terms distributed on a scale on which a total order is defined. For example, a set of seven
terms S, could be:
S ¼ fs0 ¼ None; s1 ¼ Very Low; s2 ¼ Low; s3 ¼ Medium;
s4 ¼ High; s5 ¼ Very High; s6 ¼ Perfectg
Usually, in these cases, it is required that in the linguistic term set there exist:
1. A negation operator: Neg(si) = sj such that j = g – i (g + 1 is the cardinality).
2. An order: si B sj\=[ i B j.
Therefore, there exists a minimization and a maximization operator.
The semantics of the terms are given by fuzzy numbers defined in the [0, 1]
interval, which are described by membership functions. Since the linguistic
assessments given by the users are just approximate ones, some authors consider
that linear trapezoidal membership functions are good enough to capture the
vagueness of those linguistic assessments, since it may be impossible and
unnecessary to obtain more accurate values [16].

3.2 Characterizing Item CCO from Expert’s Knowledge
Linguistically Modeled
Here it is introduced to a new approach to characterize the item CCO by using the
teachers’ knowledge modeled linguistically. In this approach, first it defined its
representation framework. Second it showd how to manage linguistic terms to
build a probability distribution that will be used in the diagnosis operation by the
FL-CAT [9].

3.2.1 Framework for Fuzzy Linguistic Representation of Items’ CCO
The first step of the fuzzy linguistic representation approach defines a framework
to establish the representation model, the domains, and scales in which experts
provide their assessments:
• E ¼ fen
1 ; e2 ; . . .; em g; panel
o of experts.
ek
e1
e2
en
• Oij = Oij ; Oij ; . . .; Oij option characteristic vector (OCV), where Oek
ij is
the teacheŕs valuation that expresses the possibility that a student with level of
competence k to select the option Oj to the item Ii.
The experts express their opinions by means of linguistic labels in a linguistic
term set, S: S = {s0: Very Low; s1: Low; s2: Medium; s3: High; s4: Very High}
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3.2.2 Converting Fuzzy Linguistic Terms into a Probability
Distribution
The fuzzy linguistic terms are transformed into a probability distribution according
to [18]:
Definition 1 [18]. (Mass assignment) Let f be a subset of a finite universe X such
that the range of membership function of f is fy1 ; y2 ; . . .; yn g with yi [ yiþ1 [ 0:
Then the mass assignment of f, denoted by mf is a probability distribution on 2X
satisfying:
mf ð;Þ ¼ 1  yi ; mf ðFi Þ ¼ yi  yiþ1 ;

for i ¼ 1; ::; n  1

and mf ðFn Þ ¼ yn ;



for i ¼ 1; . . .; n: fFi gni¼1 are referred to as the
where Fi ¼ x 2 Xjlf ðxÞ  yi
focal elements (sets) of mf.
The notion of mass assignment suggests a means of conditioning a variable
relative to a fuzzy constraint. The following definition was proposed by Baldwin
[19] and Lawry [18].
Definition 2 (least prejudiced distribution) For f a fuzzy subset of a finite universe X such that f is normalized then the least prejudiced distribution of f is a
probability distribution on X given by
8x 2 X Prð xjf Þ ¼

X m f ð Fi Þ
;
jFi j
Fi :x2Fi

ð6Þ

where mf is the mass assignment of f and {Fi} is the corresponding set of focal
elements.
The notion of least prejudiced distribution provides a mechanism by which we
can, in a sense, convert a fuzzy set into probability distribution.
Lawry [18] shows an alternative interpretation of linguistic variables:
Definition 3 [6] A linguistic variable is a quadruple hL;jT ðLÞ; X; M i in which L is
the name of the variable, T(L) is a countable term set of label or words (i.e., the
linguistic values), X is a universe of discourse and M is a semantic rule.
The semantic rule M is defined as a function that associates a normalized fuzzy
subset of X with each word in T(L). The fuzzy set M(w) can be viewed as encoding
the meaning of w so that for u 2 U the membership value lM(w)(u) quantifies the
suitability or applicability of the word w as a label for the value u. It is possible to
regard the semantic function M as being determined by a group voting model
across a population of voters as follows. Each voter is a asked to provide the subset
of words from the finite set T(L) which are appropriate as labels for the value
u. The membership value lM(w)(u) is taken to be the proportion of voters who
include w in their set of labels.
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Definition 4 [19, 20] Let x 2 X. Then the linguistic description x relative to the
linguistic variable L is the fuzzy subset of T(L)
X .
desL ð xÞ ¼
w lM ðwÞ ðxÞ:
ð7Þ
w2TðLÞ

This notion can be extended to the case where the value given is a fuzzy subset
of X in which case the appropriate linguistic description is defined as follows.
8w 2 T ðLÞ PrðwjdesL ðSÞÞ ¼

1 X
PrðwjdesL ð xÞÞ:
jSj x2S

ð8Þ

The voting model interpretation of this definition would be that we select an
element at random from S and present it to a randomly selected voter from the
population and ask him or her to select a single word to label it. In this case
PrðwjdesL ð xÞÞ corresponds to the probability that word w is selected.
If |S|=1, i.e., if each label is taken as a subset and considering (7) and (8), then
X

PrðwjdesL ð xÞÞ ¼

,
w

lM ðwÞ ðxÞ:

ð9Þ

w2TðLÞ

3.2.3 SMC’s Diagnosis and Updating
During the management of FL-CAT, updating the student’s knowledge distribution is computed by (3). The CCO is obtained by the transformation of expert
ek
teacher’s valuation Oek
ij , as follows. For simplicity we call k to Oij .
1. It is defined the linguistic description of k:
,
X
desL ðkÞ ¼
w lM ðwÞ ðkÞ;
w2SðLÞ

where lM(w)(k) quantifies the suitability or applicability of the word w as a label for k.
2. Considering each level k as a subset and by (9), then:
PrðwjdesL ðkÞÞ ¼

X

.
w lM ðwÞ ðkÞ

w2SðLÞ

3. The aggregated probability of w 2 SðLÞ is obtained as follows:
Pra ðwjdesL ðkÞÞ ¼ AðPrðwjdesL ðkÞÞÞ;
where A is weighted average of the labels w that describe k.

ð10Þ
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Table 1 Experts teacher‘s valuation
k

Oek
34

Oek
34

Oek
34

Oek
34

Oek
34

1
2
3
4
5

VL
VL
LO
VH
VH

VL
VL
LO
HI
VH

VL
VL
LO
HI
VH

VL
LO
VL
VH
VH

LO
LO
VL
VH
HI

3.3 Performance
Let us suppose that evaluating a student by FL-CAT in evidence node evk,
whether the probability distribution of competence levels, is as follows:
9
ui Þ ¼ 0; 10 >
Pðhevk ¼ 1j~
>
>
Pðhevk ¼ 2j~
ui Þ ¼ 0; 10 >
=
Pðhevk ¼ 3j~
ui Þ ¼ 0; 30 hevk ¼ k ¼ 4
>
Pðhevk ¼ 4j~
ui Þ ¼ 0; 40 >
>
>
;
Pðhevk ¼ 5j~
ui Þ ¼ 0; 10
Let us suppose the FL-CAT’s adaptation mechanism selected the item I3 and
expert teacher’s valuation (Oek
ij ) of I3 for the option 4 (See Table 1):
The transformation of expert teacher’s valuation Oek
ij , is shown below:
8
desL ð1Þ ¼ PrðwjdesL ð1ÞÞ ¼ VL=0:8 þ LO=0:2
>
>
>
>
>
< PrðVLjdesL ð1ÞÞ ¼ 0:8
e1
Oij ¼ PrðLOjdesL ð1ÞÞ ¼ 0:2
>
>
>
>
>
: PrðwjdesL ð1ÞÞ ¼ 0  0:8 þ 0:25  0:2 ¼ 0:05
a
0:8 þ 0:2
In the same way for the rest Oek
ij ’s k levels. Therefore, the new probability
distribution of competence levels in evidence node evk as follows:
9
ui ÞP3 ð~
u4 jh1 Þj ¼ j0:10  0:05j ¼ 0:01 >
jPðhevk ¼ 1j~
>
>
>
ui ÞP3 ð~
u4 jh2 Þj ¼ j0:10  0:10j ¼ 0:02 =
jPðhevk ¼ 2j~
ui ÞP3 ð~
u4 jh3 Þj ¼ j0:30  0:15j ¼ 0:09 hevk ¼ K ¼ 4
jPðhevk ¼ 3j~
>
ui ÞP3 ð~
u4 jh4 Þj ¼ j0:40  0:90j ¼ 0:70 >
jPðhevk ¼ 4j~
>
>
;
ui ÞP3 ð~
u4 jh5 Þj ¼ j0:10  0:95j ¼ 0:18
jPðhevk ¼ 5j~
Observe that de value of hevk converges to four now more precision (probability).
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4 Conclusions
We have presented a new approach for modeled of the teachers’ knowledge that
replaces the CCO’s statistical calibration, avoiding that costly process.
If in the design of an ITS-C the CCO’s evaluations of the experts are converted
into probabilities, as shown in Sect. 3, then the implementation of ITS-C the
performance of the FL-CAT will have similar performance to the CAT.
Therefore, the proposal is a viable alternative for the ITS-C that can be
implemented in small institutions, opening new possibilities for ITS-C application.
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